The Virginia Military Medics and Corpsmen Program (MMAC)

EFFECTIVE: July 1, 2016

The new Virginia Military Medics and Corpsmen Program (MMAC), which will be launched on July 1, will help open the door to jobs in the New Virginia Economy to former military medics and corpsmen. Medics and corpsmen receive extensive medical training and experience while on active duty, but some have not yet had the opportunity to receive the civilian licenses or certifications needed to practice outside of the military medical system. MMAC is designed to help create opportunities for these former military medics and corpsmen to apply their skills and training in civilian medical facilities.

MMAC GOALS

• Work with Virginia health care employers to explore ways they can hire former military medics and corpsmen
• Help fill workforce gaps for employers and keep veterans’ clinical skills up-to-date
• Allow Virginia employers to recruit motivated employees from a pipeline of 11,000 medics and corpsmen who transition out of the military every year; many of whom will go on to become licensed health care professionals

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON MMAC, CONTACT

Chris D. Mackey, MBA
MMAC Project Manager
Virginia Department of Veterans Services
(DVS)(804) 786-0571
chris.mackey@dvs.virginia.gov